sion of principle. Therefore in no way does genius ever run counter to
genius nor ever could.
We may be sure that the intuitions and expressions of such a nature as
his in the work to which he put his hand no less than the suggestion he was
himself to kindred or aspiring natures, is more conservative of the future,
the Architecture of our country than all the work of all the schools of all
the time combined with all the salesmanship of all the functioneers
everywhere.
Not long ago weary, in a despondent moment, he said to me—'It would
be harder now to do radical work and more difficult to get radical work
accepted now than it ever was.
The people have stopped thinking!
The inevitable drift toward mediocrity, taking the name of Democracy
in vain, has set in. I see it so.'
No, my Master, believe me it is not so. There is never an inevitable,
contrary to love of life. The torch flung to your master-hand from the
depths of antiquity, from the heart of this human world—kept alight and
held aloft for twenty years at least by you—shall not go out. Ever it has
been flung from hand to hand and never yet—since time began for man—
has it gone out.
TALIESIN HI
My mother is gone now. She was only eighty-three years of age.
The Master, gone before his time.
Three beloved homes gone. The first—the cottage and studio at Oat
Park—stood for nineteen years. The second, Taliesin, withstood five years.
The third, Taliesin II, stood eleven years. And Taliesin III?
Now the fourth home built by my own hands. A new home built out of
a battered and punished but still sentimental self in the same quest—life!
Help came as ever from the deeps of life. Understanding and ready for
any sacrifice. Sympathy makes the real friend. Came Olgivanna. A
woman is, for man, the best of true friends, if man will let her be one.
The idea as to personal life that had come with Taliesin II was conviction,
still.
That idea? Simply said, that any man had a right to three things if he
is honest with all three. Had I been, could I be, honest with them all?
Honest with the man's life?
The man's work?
The man's love?
There is no answer in the prospect, the only answer lies in the retro-
spect. But I set to work again. Another spring of co-ordinate effort even
more in love with life than ever before. Another summer came and
another autumn. Another winter and, early in 1925, came one more
chance to live and work in peace in another and yet the same Taliesin.
Talieson III, none the less proudly, if ruefully, took its place where the
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